
Moving Dotcom

3 Quince Rd
Gordon's Bay 7151
South Africa

Phone: +27 823765604

Professional Movers and Packers You Can Count OnSHIFT GEAR | LOCAL

RELOCATIONSMoving is frequently listed as being one of the most stressful things

you can do, and it doesn’t have to be. Take the load off by hiring Moving dotcom, a

family-run business you can trust to relocate your furniture and antiques whilst you

focus on the other aspects of your move or retirement. Finding the right moving

company isn’t an easy task but we believe we offer affordable moving services with

a high quality standard.We understand how stressful moving can be; experienced

professional movers are essential to easing your concerns. Moving DotCom has an

experienced team who make the moving process seamless and as effortless as

possible. Our team of movers take the utmost care and spare no effort in making

sure your valuables are protected.Get the best experience possible using local

movers who are determined to give you a smooth, hassle-free relocation and the

very best customer service.Furniture Removals We offer affordable, secure, reliable

and professional furniture removal/relocation services.Home & Office Removals We

offer both home and office removal/relocation services.Packing ServicesWe offer a

packing service with highly trained packers.Storage Solutions Get in contact with us

and we’ll help you with your storage solutions.Appliance and Electrical Connections                                                page 1 / 2



With a qualified electrician on our team, we offer a disconnecting and reconnecting

service for your electrical items. Please stipulate the number of appliances that

require this service when requesting a quote from us. This helps us provide you with

an accurate quotation.Interprovincial Delivery We move goods, offices, homes and

precious items across the Western Cape all the way to Port Elizabeth. 
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